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Wealth Sentiment Survey

The quarterly MLC Australian
Wealth Sentiment Survey shows
consumer balance sheets remain
conservative – with a heavy emphasis
on deposits and paying off debt.
However, the December quarter
continued the trend of a growing
appetite for direct shares. Those
earning $75,000 to $100,000 showed
the greatest increase (quarter on
quarter) in directly held shares and
highest change in intentions over
the next three months. Of the states,
Victorians showed a considerable
increase in shares (27% vs. 17.6%
Q3) as part of their portfolio mix,
while Western Australia and South
Australia showed a drop in debt
repayment. A marked decline is
evidenced in the 30 to 49 age group
identifying cash (24.9% vs. 31.7% Q3)
as part of their portfolio mix, shifting
into superannuation. In a special
report on retirement also released
today, we examine key drivers
concerning financial adequacy for
retirement. Respondents note that
key barriers to sufficient saving
include physical health, employment
status, and a lack of a saving/
investment plan.

A look at wealth sentiment in
more detail reveals:

Investment strategy
– current
• While investors maintain a conservative
risk stance with superannuation, debt
repayment, and cash the preferred
investment options, an increased
number identified a portfolio mix with
more direct shares.
• Victorian residents and males are now
most diversified across asset types,
especially shares.
• Higher income earners typically hold a
higher portfolio mix, especially shares
and property.

• By age, 30 to 49 year olds are
particularly interested in paying off
debt and moving into investment
property, with those aged 50+ intent
on more super, cash, and shares.
• By household size, larger households
display a strong intention to
deleverage and acquire property.

Concerns about
superannuation and
investments
• The key concern is a failure to
provide sufficient funds for retirement,
with concerns over changes to
superannuation rules ranked second,
especially for those aged 50+.

• By marital status, married couples tend • WA is most concerned about
to hold a greater mix of cash, shares,
providing for retirement, losing
and property.
money, high fees, and missing
investment opportunities.

Investment strategy
– next three months

• Debt repayment and deposits are still
the main focus, albeit interest in super
and shares are increasing.
• Females intend to increase holdings
in investment property and are more
intent on reducing debt.
• WA residents have the strongest
intention to divest shares, bonds,
and balanced funds, investing more
into super.  
• Higher income earners favour super
and property, lower income earners
still prefer cash.
• Married couples, along with defactos,
aim to move into property and pay
down debt, while widows and singles
are looking to divest shares and
increase cash.

• Females are typically more
concerned than males across
all categories, except missing
investment opportunities.
• Divorced people are most concerned
about inadequate retirement, losing
money, inflation, and rule changes
to super.

Life insurance
• Demand for life insurance is
strongest among larger households
and married people.

Time to retirement
• Those with greater than five years
to retirement have the strongest
intention to invest for growth. This
intention also typifies males, high
income earners, rural towns, people
under 50, and those with kids.
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More interest in super, as shares improve to neutral status.
Debt repayment and deposits remain the current
investment focus.

Barriers to sufficient retirement saving
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Physical health, employment and savings/investment plans
key barriers to sufficient saving in retirement.

Concerns about superannuation and investments
Inadequate funds for retirement ranked by category
In our regular MLC Australian Wealth Sentiment Survey, one
question we ask is what concerns respondents have about
risks in superannuation and retirement. The following chart
shows the concern that continually ranks highest—inadequate
funds for retirement—by category.

In order to understand why respondents are concerned about
the prospects of being inadequately prepared for retirement,
our special report also released this quarter, takes an in-depth
look at key potential drivers of this concern.

Current concerns about risks in superannuation and investments
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Current financial situation
By state: VIC more share oriented. WA holds more super
and property.

Current financial situation

WA

SA/NT

TAS

By income: People with higher incomes have a higher
portfolio mix, especially shares and investment property.

Current financial situation
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Marital status: Widowed hold cash, although down on
September quarter, married hold shares and property,
defactos hold increased investment property compared to Q3.
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Investment strategy – net change over the next three months
By state: VIC and TAS boost shares with VIC highest in
investment property. WA divestments mostly in bonds, shares,
and funds.

SA/NT

By income: Higher earners seek super and property, lower
earners seek cash. Debt repayment reduces with income.
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By marital status: Defactos favour property investment,
while married are more keen to pay down debt.
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Concerns about superannuation and investments
By state: WA the most concerned about retirement risks,
especially missing investment opportunities, TAS typically
less concerned.
Current concerns about risks in superannuation
and investments
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Life insurance plans
Household size: correlates with life insurance plans.

Widowed least likely to hold life insurance, married most likely.
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The closer to retirement the more conservative the strategy.
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Appendix 1: About the survey
The MLC Quarterly Australian Wealth
Sentiment Survey aims to assess the
investment environment including
investor intentions.

• Investment intentions – asking the
respondent whether they are likely
to invest more or less. This is based
on respondent’s intentions to change
their portfolio mix. Net values shown
are the difference in intentions.

The wealth survey is based on survey
participants’ responses to seven
questions related to:

• Level of concern related to
superannuation and other
investments.

• Current financial situation – asking
respondents to indicate current
holdings in each asset class.

• Likely change in life insurance.

Respondents by gender

Male
Female

The breakdown of our survey
respondents—by age, location, and
gender—is shown in the charts below.

• Distance to retirement and
investment strategy.

Respondents by state

49%
51%

2,087 respondents participated in
the December survey, with weights
applied to age, location, and gender
to ensure the survey reasonably
reflects the Australian population. The
survey was conducted over the period
9 November to 21 November 2013.

Victoria
New South Wales / ACT
Queensland
SA/NT
Western Australia
Tasmania

Respondents by age

25%
35%
20%
8%
10%
2%

18 to 29
30 to 49
50+

22%
36%
42%
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Important notices
Disclaimer: This document has been
prepared by National Australia Bank Limited
ABN 12 004 044 937 AFSL 230686 (‘NAB’).
Any advice contained in this document has
been prepared without taking into account your
objectives, financial situation, or needs. Before
acting on any advice in this document, NAB
recommends that you consider whether the
advice is appropriate for your circumstances.
NAB recommends that you obtain and consider
the relevant Product Disclosure Statement or
other disclosure document, before making any
decision about a product including whether to
acquire or to continue to hold it. Products are
issued by NAB unless otherwise specified.
So far as laws and regulatory requirements
permit, NAB, its related companies, associated
entities and any officer, employee, agent,
adviser, or contractor thereof (the ‘NAB Group’)
does not warrant or represent that the
information, recommendations, opinions,
or conclusions contained in this document
(‘Information’) is accurate, reliable, complete,
or current. The Information is indicative and
prepared for information purposes only and
does not purport to contain all matters relevant
to any particular investment or financial
instrument. The Information is not intended
to be relied upon and in all cases anyone
proposing to use the Information should
independently verify and check its accuracy,
completeness, reliability, and suitability, and
obtain appropriate professional advice. The
Information is not intended to create any legal
or fiduciary relationship and nothing contained
in this document will be considered an invitation
to engage in business, a recommendation,
guidance, invitation, inducement, proposal,
advice, or solicitation to provide investment,
financial, or banking services or an invitation to
engage in business or invest, buy, sell, or deal in
any securities or other financial instruments.
The Information is subject to change
without notice, but the NAB Group shall not
be under any duty to update or correct it.
All statements as to future matters are not
guaranteed to be accurate and any statements
as to past performance do not represent
future performance.
The NAB Group takes various positions
and/or roles in relation to financial products
and services, and (subject to NAB policies) may
hold a position or act as a price-maker in the
financial instruments of any company or issuer
discussed within this document, or act and
receive fees as an underwriter, placement agent,
adviser, broker, or lender to such company or
issuer. The NAB Group may transact, for its
own account or for the account of any client(s),
the securities of or other financial instruments
relating to any company or issuer described in
the Information, including in a manner that is
inconsistent with or contrary to the Information.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which
cannot be excluded, the NAB Group shall not
be liable for any errors, omissions, defects,
or misrepresentations in the Information
(including by reasons of negligence, negligent
misstatement, or otherwise) or for any loss or
damage (whether direct or indirect) suffered
by persons who use or rely on the Information.

If any law prohibits the exclusion of such liability,
the NAB Group limits its liability to the re-supply
of the Information, provided that such limitation
is permitted by law and is fair and reasonable.
This document is intended for clients of the
NAB Group only and may not be reproduced
or distributed without the consent of NAB.
The Information is governed by, and is to be
construed in accordance with, the laws in force
in the State of Victoria, Australia.
Analyst Disclaimer: The Information accurately
reflects the personal views of the author(s)
about the securities, issuers, and other subject
matters discussed, and is based upon sources
reasonably believed to be reliable and accurate.
The views of the author(s) do not necessarily
reflect the views of the NAB Group. No part
of the compensation of the author(s) was, is,
or will be, directly or indirectly, related to any
specific recommendations or views expressed.
Research analysts responsible for this report
receive compensation based upon, among
other factors, the overall profitability of the
Global Markets Division of NAB.
For distribution by WealthHub Securities:
Where you have received this document
via the nabtrade service (nabtrade), it is
distributed to you by WealthHub Securities
Limited ABN 83 089 718 249 AFSL No.
230704 (‘WealthHub Securities’). WealthHub
Securities is a Participant of the Australia
Securities Exchange and a wholly owned
subsidiary of National Australia Bank Limited
ABN 12 004 044 937 AFSL No. 230686
(‘NAB’). NAB doesn’t guarantee the obligations
or performance of its subsidiaries, or the
products or services its subsidiaries offer.
Any material provided to you by WealthHub
Securities will contain factual information or
general advice. This factual information or
general advice does not take into account your
particular objectives, financial situation, and
needs, and a statement of advice will not be
provided. WealthHub Securities will not give you
any legal, tax, financial, or accounting advice or
any advice or recommendation regarding the
suitability or profitability of your transactions.
Before you make a decision about whether to
acquire a financial product, you should obtain
and read the Product Disclosure Statement
available at nabtrade.com.au and consider the
appropriateness of the information having regard
to your particular circumstances. You agree
that you will not solely rely on the information
provided by WealthHub Securities or elsewhere
on nabtrade.com.au when making investment
and/or financial decisions. WealthHub Securities
does not provide personal advice to online
retail clients. WealthHub Securities receives
commission from dealing in securities and from
its authorised representatives. Introducers of
business may directly share in this commission.
WealthHub Securities and its associates may
hold shares in the companies that it distributes
research/information on.
The value of investments and future returns
may rise or fall and, at times, returns may be
negative. Past performance is not a guarantee
of future performance. Please note, this material
has not been verified by WealthHub Securities.

WealthHub Securities does not make any
representation or warranty as to the timeliness,
reliability, accuracy, or completeness of the
material, nor does it accept any responsibility
arising in any way for errors in, or omissions
from, that material.
United Kingdom: If this document is distributed
in the United Kingdom, such distribution is
by National Australia Bank Limited, 88 Wood
Street, London EC2V 7QQ. Registered in
England BR1924. Head Office: 800 Bourke
Street, Docklands, Victoria, 3008. Incorporated
with limited liability in the State of Victoria,
Australia. Authorised and regulated by the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority.
Authorised in the UK by the Prudential
Regulation Authority. Subject to regulation by
the Financial Conduct Authority and limited
regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority.
Details about the extent of our regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority are available
from us on request.
USA: If this document is distributed in the United
States, such distribution is by nabSecurities,
LLC. This document is not intended as an offer
or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
securities, financial instrument, or product, or to
provide financial services. It is not the intention
of nabSecurities to create legal relations on the
basis of information provided herein.
Hong Kong: In Hong Kong this document is for
distribution only to ‘professional investors’ within
the meaning of Schedule 1 to the Securities and
Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571, Laws of Hong
Kong) (‘SFO’) and any rules made thereunder,
and may not be redistributed in whole or in part
in Hong Kong to any person. Issued by National
Australia Bank Limited, a licensed bank under
the Banking Ordinance (Cap. 155, Laws of
Hong Kong) and a registered institution under
the SFO (central entity number: AAO169).
New Zealand: This publication has been
provided for general information only. Although
every effort has been made to ensure this
publication is accurate the contents should
not be relied upon or used as a basis for
entering into any products described in this
publication. To the extent that any information
or recommendations in this publication
constitute financial advice, they do not take
into account any person’s particular financial
situation or goals. Bank of New Zealand strongly
recommends readers seek independent
legal/financial advice prior to acting in relation
to any of the matters discussed in this
publication. Neither Bank of New Zealand nor
any person involved in this publication accepts
any liability for any loss or damage whatsoever
that may directly or indirectly result from any
advice, opinion, information, representation,
or omission, whether negligent or otherwise,
contained in this publication. National Australia
Bank Limited is not a registered bank in
New Zealand.
Japan: National Australia Bank Ltd. has no
license of securities-related business in Japan.
Therefore, this document is only for your
information purpose and is not intended as
an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale
of the securities described herein or for any
other action.
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